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Greetings Fiber Forum Association Member:

Registration for the 2019 Fiber Festival at
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts will
begin on October 1, 2018.
www.sefiberforum.org
Early Registration (October 1-December 31) -$250
After December 31---$275
Meal Plan (Mandatory for Conference Attendees)
$145
Housing arrangements, if you are staying on
campus your reservation should be made directly
with Arrowmont. The cost of housing will depend
on where you choose to stay.
See the pictures of the new dormitory building at
the School at the end of the newsletter.

Here are your instructors for the 2019 Fiber Forum:
Raueus Jae Cannon “Pin Loom Weaving Basics and Beyond”
Steve Cook “Turn your Own Fiber Tools” (wood turning)
Cassie Dickson “Flax, Silk, and Embroidery” (spinning)
Nancy J. Dugger “Basic Tapestry Techniques for Beginners”
Geri Forkner “Nuno Felt for Weavers: Weaving for Nuno
Felters”
Neal Howard “Wow! That’s Fun”(dyeing silk)
Rita deMaintenon “Heritage Crochet Techniques in
Contemporary Application”
Martha Owen “How Can I Spin It, What Can I Make: Yarn
Design & Color”
Amy Putansu “Double Weave Blocks”
Kathy Roig “Warp It, Paint It, Weave It”
Jennifer Sargent “Woven Tapestry & the Language of Color”
Angela Schneider “Inkle Weaving in the Round”
Pat Thomas “Dyeing to Marble Fabric”
Irene Heckel-Volpe “Needle Felting Trolls, Fairies and WizardsOh My!!!” (using Wire Armature)

Here are four featured artists for September:
Artist
Irene Heckel-Volpe
Irene has been involved in fiber arts since 1986
when she began her “calling” as a teddy bear
artist. Starting in 2002, she began needle
felting, incorporating this technique into her
teddy bear art. She branched out into needle
felted sculpture and continues in this art form to the present
time. Her work has been recognized at the NY state fair,
Maryland Sheep and Wool Festival, and the Taos Sheep and
Wool Festival. Locally she has been recognized at the Mountain
State Fair, the Western North Carolina Fiber and Handweaving
Guild and the Blue Ridge Fiber Show. She has taught needle
felting for 15 years and currently teaches at the Knitting Diva in
Asheville and The Wool Room in Hendersonville.
Workshop Description
“Needle Felting Trolls, Fairies, and Wizards-Oh My!! Using
Wire Armature”
In this workshop we will cover needle felting techniques to help
develop a troll, or fairy, or wizard built on a wire armature to
allow for more character and possibility. The techniques will
build noses, cheeks, ears, eyes, etc., all with the goal of creating

a unique character. We will be constructing
the basic wire armature and creating a body
to go with our character’s head. If doll is
completed, costuming or clothing will be
addressed and can be started in class or
completed at home.

Artist
Martha Owen
Martha Owen is a resident artist at the John C. Campbell Folk
School in Brasstown, North Carolina, in
spinning, knitting, crochet, felt making,
dyeing and surface design. Her
adventure in spinning and natural dyeing
began at the John C. Campbell Folk
School in 1978. She has been teaching
spinning, natural dyeing and knitting
design since 1984. Since 1980 her
extended family has included sheep
(currently Corriedale, Romney and
Shetland) and angora rabbits. Also a
banjo player and known to tell a story or

two, Martha’s interest in sheep and wool, music and dance has
carried her literally and joyfully around the world.
Workshop Description
“How Can I Spin It, What Can I Make: Yarn Design and Color
Using Hand Cards, Drum Carder and a Hair Comb”

Curious continuing spinners can gain
inspiration and skill at making the yarn
they have in mind. What gives a yarn
personality? Prepare (carding, drum
carding, combing or not at all) and spin
lovely natural sheep shades, hand dyed
locks, of wool or work with lovely solid top and space dyed
rovings that you have brought from home! Start beyond the
basics to delve into production techniques from color
inspirations. Touch on spinning methods, wheel set ups, plying
ideas, and lessons in consistency.

Artist

Pat K. Thomas
Pat K. Thomas has been a “maker” since the
fourth grade. She has been marbling
professionally for thirty years and has been
an instructor and workshop leader for the
past fifteen years. She teaches at Arrowmont
School of Arts and Crafts in Gatlinburg. TN,
John C Campbell Folk School in Brasstown,
NC, guest teacher at guilds, art, history and
event centers. Marbling is Pat’s specialty
combined with bookbinding, contemporary mixed media and
wearable art. Pat is a partner in the historic Cliff Dwellers
Gallery in Gatlinburg and is a member of the Foothills Craft
Guild in Tennessee and a member of the International Society
of Marblers
Workshop Description
“Dyeing to Marble Fabric”
This fast-paced workshop
is filled with color and
pattern. First, silk will be
dyed as a background for
marbling. This creates
layers, interest and depth
for the marbling. Then,
marbling designs from
traditional to

contemporary will be floated on thickened liquid and printed
on the fabric. Participants can marble pieces up to 20” X 72”!
A great opportunity. Preferred fabrics include silk, rayon, linen,
bamboo and cotton. Detailed instructions will be given to
complete the fabric as washable and colorfast.

Artist
Angela K. Schneider
Angela Schneider is a weaver, spinner,
knitter, and enthusiast for all textile
structures from the common to the
esoteric. She earned degrees in
engineering, math, and art and worked
in the tech industry as a programmer,
engineer and trainer. She started
working with textiles in childhood and
has been spinning and weaving for
fifteen years. Angela uses math and
language as design inspiration and
explores geometry and improvisation in weaving. She teaches
multiple fiber arts and is known as a patient encouraging
teacher. She has a Master Spinner certificate from Olds College
of Alberta, Canada. Angela is also an avid swing and contra
dancer, instructor and dance caller.

Workshop Description
“Inkle Weaving in the Round”

Participants in this inkle weaving
round-robin workshop will warp a
loom and weave samples in a
variety of patterns and techniques.
Several plain weave bands illustrate
patterning options, with lecture
discussing how to create those
effects. Advanced techniques
include beading, rep, tubular
weaving, clasped weft and pickup. Bands will also use a variety
of materials and equipment. Instructor will provide additional
warped looms.
Artist
Amy Putansu
Amy Putansu has been making
textiles by hand for twenty-five
years, beginning with her studies
at Rhode Island School of Design
in the early 1990’s. Weaving
cloth by hand is her specialty.
Other areas of focus including
incorporating dye techniques into her handwoven art and

wearable pieces and a rare technique called ondule weaving.
Since 2008, Amy has been the instructor of Fibers in the
Professional Crafts Program at Haywood Community College.
Amy’s woven artwork is in the permanent collections of the
Renwick and the China National Silk Museum. She is
represented by Blue Spiral 1 Gallery in Asheville, NC. Amy is the
Keynote Speaker for the 2019 Fiber Forum.

Workshop Description
“Double Weave Blocks”
Let’s dissolve the mystery of
drafting double weave blocks. Amy
Putansu will share a methodical
system to plan tie-ups and treadling
sequences for the complex and
intriguing structure of double-layer
weaves. This intermediate
workshop invites participants to
courageously mix fibers and yarns
into multiple layers that emerge
and dissect for creative and original
textiles. Students will weave a set
of samples and practice drafting methods for future projects.

Five more wonderful workshop leaders and exciting workshops
planned for the 2019 Southeast Fiber Forum.

New Dormitory
at Arrowmont
School of Arts
and Crafts

Geri Fortner is the graduate of Georgia State University. I apologize
Geri for leaving that off.

